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Historical Land Use and Its Impact

on Oak Creek, Oregon

INTRODUCTION

Oak Creek is a tributary of the Marys River. It runs

through the city of Corvallis. Although this creek is a

relatively small one, it drains various types of lands

that are utilized as residential, agricultural, and

forested sites. This variety of land use and the human

activities associated with it have different influences

upon Oak Creek. For example, in forested sites, logging

has a major influence. In the late nineteenth century,

facilities for logging such as water flumes and sawmills

were constructed along the stream. In agricultural land,

clearing and modifying the watershed vegetation, livestock

grazing, fertilizer application, and water input for

irrigation also influenced the watershed. In the

residential sites, stream channel modification and sewage

and waste water disposal has directly and significantly

influenced the watershed. Increased road construction and

paved surfaces of the land indirectly modify the water

cycle in such ways as infiltration and evaporation.

Recreational uses such as fishing and swimming may also

have had some effect.
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The objectives of this study are to review the land

uses along Oak Creek and to consider their direct and

indirect influences on the watershed.

Influences by different land uses may be reflected by

the water itself and/or in some component of the watershed

environment (for example, sediments, turbidity, chemical

and nutrient contents, coliform bacteria in streamwater,

channel morphology, watershed vegetation and/or other

biological features). In this paper, water quality will

mainly be discussed as a representative factor for land use

impacts on the watershed.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE

Geology / Physical Description

The climate of this area is strongly influenced by

the Pacific Ocean and Coastal Mountains. This site

generally has wet winters and dry summers. The average

annual temperature is 11.1 °C. Temperature ranges from

3.9 °C in January to 18.7 °C in July and August (1951-1980

average, Redmond 1987). Average precipitaion throughout

the year is 1,064 millimeters (42.3 inches), and

approximately 70 percent of this falls from November

through March. Snowfall also occurs in the same period of

the year, with an annual average of 148 millimeters (5.9

inches) (Redmond 1987).

Numerical indices for the stream itself indicate that

it is a third order stream of 13.31 kilometers (8.3 miles)

in length. The total drainage area is 33.2 square

kilometers (8,207.1 acres) with a drainage density of 0.4

and a compactness coefficient of 1.4. The mean elevation

of the stream is 252.6 meters (842.7 feet) and the mean

slope is 18.8 percent. The highest point of the watershed

is about 540 meters (1800 feet) and most of the steeper

slopes are concentrated on the uppermost, forested reaches.

From a hydrological aspect the drainage density is used to
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estimate the efficiency of water movement out of the basin.

The compactness coefficient represents the shape of the

basin and affects the runoff characteristics of a drainage

area. The larger its value, the greater the irregularity

of boundary of the drainage basin (Whisler and Brater

1954). Therefore, the medium value of the drainage density

and compactness coefficient (0.4 and 1.4 respectively) may

indicate the moderate runoff efficiencies of this site.

The soils in the drainage area are classified into

two types by the USDA Soil Conservation Service (1975) :

One is the Dixonville-Philomath association which

are moderately deep, well-drained silty clay loams

and shallow, well-drained silty clays.

usually found on the higher foothills.

complex is the Waldo-Bashaw association.

poorly drained silty clay loams

generally found in bottomlands.

Oak Creek runs southward from McDonald Forest,

These are

The other

These are

and clays,

which

is located 6.4 kilometers northwest of Corvallis, and then

runs through 2.4 kilometers of the city before entering

the Marys River in the southeastern part of Corvallis. The

confluence is near the junction of Brooklane and Highway 20

(FIGURE 1).

The topography of the upper reaches of Oak Creek is

characterized as rolling foothills that lie along the east-

slope of the Coast Range. Oak Creek originates in McDonald

Forest. The uppermost tributary forms a narrow, fairly
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deep valley which becomes shallower and finally diminishes

near the point of West Fork Drive. As the creek leaves the

forest, it runs through the transitional area between

forest and bottomland. Scattered small private households

are present here and are mainly utilized for small scale

horse and sheep grazing. There are two large-scale

operation along Oak creek, a sheep and a dairy farm both

managed by the OSU Animal Science Department.

Below the sheep farm, Oak Creek runs into the flat,

open bottomland of the Willamette River floodplain. Most of

the land along this portion of the creek is owned by OSU

and is treated as agricultural land. The rest of the

lowermost area is covered by Oregon State University campus

and private dwellings.

The vegetation on the uplands is classified as dense

forest consisting of Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-Fir),

Tsuga heterophylla (western hemlock) and Thuja plicata

(western red cedar). At the lower reach, most of the

stream's surface is overhung by tree canopies that grow

along the creek even into the cleared farmland. These

gallery forests are made up of the deciduous species of

Quercus garryana (Oregon white oak), Alnus rubra (red

alder), Fraxinus latifolia (ash) and Acer macrophyllum

(bigleaf maple) which are commonly seen alongside of the

creeks in the Willamette Valley. There also may be shrub

species in the understory such as Acer circinatum

(vinemaple), Symphoricarpos albus (snowberry), Rubus
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macropetalus (blackberry), and Pteridium aquilinum

(brackenfern). These form habitats for game and non-game

wildlife species especially in the forested area Among

the species present are Odocoileus columbianus (blacktailed

deer), Procyon lotor (raccoon), Didelphis sp. (possum), and

Sciurus griseus (grey squirrel). There are several active

beaver (Castor canadensis) dams in the tributaries of Oak

Creek. The creek itself is the aquatic home for a host of

vertebrate and non-vertebrate species such as fish (bridge

lip sucker Catostomas columbianus, cutthroat trout

Oncorhynchus clarki, lamprey Lampetra sp.) and insects.
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METHODS

Most of the historical information was collected from

references in Kerr Library and the Forestry Self Learning

Center, both located at Oregon State University.

References about water quality were gathered from the

library at the Water Resource Research Institute, Oregon

State University. The City of Corvallis Municipal

Wastewater Reclamation Plant provided information and maps

about stream water quality and sewage systems within the

city area.

Some information was gathered from Benton County

Development Department through personal communication with

the people involved.
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CHANGE OF LAND USES

Historical Review

Before European settlement in Corvallis in the mid

1840's, native Americans, primarily members of the

Calapooia Tribe (Towle 1982, Munford not dated) inhabited

the area. (A reference by the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture

noted that the Klikitat Tribe inhabited the area.) They

periodically used fire as a resource management tool to

maintain a prairie-like habitat and to improve hunting

prospects by concentrating game by fire.

Towle (1982), discussing the Original Survey Notes by

a land surveyor in 1850's, described the landscape and

original vegetation in the Willamette Valley. Most of the

lowland was characterized as prairie and open woodland that

extended into the rounded hills with scattered oak and fir

that formed the western boundary of the valley floodplain.

A dense upland forest with maple, cedar and hemlock covered

the higher, steeper slopes of the bordering Coast Range.

Towle (1982) also noted the gallery forest as a

characteristic feature in both the original and the present

landscape. By his definition, gallery forest is "a wooded

strip of varying width and continuity bordering stream

courses." He indicated that the use of fire by native
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Americans had influenced the formation of the gallery

forest. Spreading fire was mitigated along the streamcut

below the general land surface and allowed tree seedlings

to grow into gallery forest.

By the 1810's, European trappers began to explore the

tributaries of the Willamette River. By the 1820's, fur

brigades sent by the Hudson Bay Company walked the trails

on the western foothills of the Valley. They traded for

beaver fur with native Americans and also trapped beaver

themselves (Munford not dated). A diary by John Work, who

was the fur brigade leader and camped in the Corvallis area

on his trip in June in 1834, described the landscape before

European settlement:

The road now lay along an extensive plain,

some parts of it swampy, to Laurie [Marys] River

where we are camped not far from its discharge

into a channel of the Willamet [Willamette].

Here is an extensive plain on both sides of the

river, and the mountains to the west are nearly

without wood. (Munford not dated, p.2)

Work's diary also mentioned about the use of fire by native

Americans:

July 2. Fine. Continued our course 6 and

half hours across the plain to the River Lauries

[Marys] where we camped. The Indians set fire

to the dry grass on the neighboring hill, but

none of them came near us. The plain is also on

fire on the opposite side of the Willamet

[Willamette]. (Munford not dated , p.2)
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The first European settlement was begun in the early

1830's by the French-Canadians who occupied the "French

Prairie" in the northern Willamette Valley (Towle 1974).

Since the 1820's, a series of bills were proposed to

provide large grants of lands. These finally culminated as

the Donation Land Act of 1850 that offered 640 acres of

land to homesteaders. This land grant lured great numbers

of immigrants to Oregon.

In the early 1840's, the earliest American settlers

began to come into the Willamette Valley. Corvallis was

first settled in 1845 by Joseph Conant Avery. Avery's

land claim included the area around the present Avery Park

at the confluence of Oak Creek into Marys River (Munford

not dated). Munford also noted that in 1853, Benjamin R.

Biddle occupied the land up Oak Creek where the Fisheries

and Wildlife Department now has a biological laboratory.

Review of Land Use in Residential Areas

As the population grew, downtown Corvallis also grew.

It developed on the west bank of the Willamette River.

Water powered industrial facilities such as flour mills and

lumber mills were constructed alongside the Willamette

River. Meanwhile, the downtown area developed as a
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business center and almost all the land in Benton County

was claimed by settlers by the mid 1850's.

In 1857, the town was incorporated and chartered by

the Territorial Legislature (Wales 1965, Holtgrieve 1973)

as the city of Corvallis. As the city expanded, the lowest

reach of Oak Creek was included within the city limits.

The location of Oregon State University which is on the

northern bank of Oak Creek was annexed in 1909, and the

facing area on the southern bank was incorporated later in

1962. However, very little expansion has occurred in the

city limits along the Oak Creek area. In contrast, recent

annexations have occurred to the northwest and south of

the city since the 1960's.

Oregon State University, whose acreage covers the

largest portion of the residential area, was established as

Corvallis College during the early history of the city in

1868 (Munford not dated, USDA 1975). The Oak Creek

vicinity is the southwestern rim of the campus where

experimental farms, research laboratory buildings, and

Parker Stadium are located. It is difficult to recreate

what was there before these facilities were built.

However, the campus land is state-owned and no major

developments have occurred. The land has been used for

agricultural purposes or laid fallow due to the

restrictions on subsequent development of an urban nature

(Wales 1965). Wales also pointed that public institutions,

such as the university, have acted as "rigid channelizers
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of later residential expansion." Eventually, the large

tract of university land influenced the expansion of

surrounding residential areas because the university site

is state-owned and restricts private residential

development.

There are some apartments and private residences near

the confluence of Oak Creek and the Marys River. These

homes are the only "residential" features among the whole

of the Oak Creek watershed that have been classified as

"residential land use in this study. "Residential land

use" in this report includes the university, its laboratory

buildings, stadium, and parking lots.

Review of Land Use in Agricultural Areas

Agricultural land uses are present on the middle reach

of Oak Creek, which extends from 35th Street to the

entrance of McDonald Forest. University farmland occupies

the largest acreage in this classification. There are,

however, scattered individual lots, farms, and homesites

along this portion of the creek.

The lower half of the area is open valley floor and

the remainder gently slopes up towards the forest.

Historically, as Towle (1974, 1982) pointed out, the

transition zone between open land and forest, called
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"edges", were preferred by pioneer farmers. These early

farmers were able to easily control both grassland for

farming and grazing or timberland for materials suitable to

provide wood for fence, shelter, implements and fuels by

living at the "edges." For equally as sound a reason, they

avoided settling on low, swampy floodplains due to floods

or diseases such as malaria because the large number of

early settlers from the Missouri and Mississippi floodplain

had experienced these disasters (Jackson not dated).

The present advantage of living on "edges" may be somewhat

lessened compared to pioneer days since materials for

farming are now commonly purchased rather than self-

supplied from the forest or grassland and there is a

lowered risk of floods and diseases. Nevertheless, we can

still see some private dwellings with small-scaled farming

and grazing on the " edges " particularly along the upper

Oak Creek Drive south of McDonald Forest.

From settlement to the present, the agricultural

operations in the area have experienced major changes. In

the early days of farming, cattle grazing was the major

farm enterprise. Cultivation of wheat, barley, corn,

potatoes, and timothy hay occurred only to supply home

needs due to the lack of farm implements and available

markets before the 1880's (USDA 1975, Jackson not dated).

However, the California Gold Rush encouraged wheat

production which became a commercial crop after the
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development of markets and railroad transportation by 1879

(USDA 1975).

Today, agricultural land along Oak Creek is utilized

mainly for non-irrigated pasture and hay production with

the exception of the land used by the University Dairy

unit. During rainy periods the effluent from the dairy

barn is stored in a large metal tank. In drier periods,

when the soil will accept water, a large "hydraulic cannon"

is used to spread the manure and irrigate their crop and

pasture land.

This land is zoned to guide future land use changes.

According to the zoning ordinances written by the Benton

County Development Department, most of the present

agricultural area (except publicly owned land) is defined

as "Rural Residential" and "Urban Residential" zones. In

both of these zonings, either farming use or residential

use is permitted. Therefore, if an increase in new

dwelling construction gradually occurs in the future, it

will likely result in changes in the characteristics of the

agricultural land usage toward one closer to residential

use.
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Review of Land Use in Forested Areas

Forested areas extend from the entrance of McDonald

Forest to the source of Oak Creek on higher elevation sites

which are considered as a part of the Coast Range. This

area occupies about one-third of the whole watershed and is

owned by the State of Oregon. Originally, the most

abundant species at the period of settlement was Douglas

fir. According to the land surveyor's notes cited by

Habeck (1961), other associated species in the period of

European settlement were big-leaf maple, hemlock, dogwood

(Cornus Nuttallii), vinemaple, Oregon white oak, Laurel

(Umbellularia californica), and Cedar (Thuja plicaLa). The

high density of the Douglas fir forest was particularly

noted by the surveyors (Habeck 1961).

These forested areas were claimed by settlers during

the period from 1845 to 1885 (Jackson not dated). There

were only a few human settlements in the forest. Jackson's

map shows only six homesteads in the McDonald Forest area.

Three of these were located near Oak Creek. The early

settlers engaged in logging, small scale farming, livestock

raising and fruit production. According to Jackson, one of

the first fruit nurseries was established in the 1850's on

the Oak Creek area. Written records of logging activities

in these early days are scarce. During the early twentieth

century, large scale commercial logging was taking place.
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One of the reasons for this may have been to fulfill the

need of timber for railway construction (Jackson not dated,

Benner 1984). The existence of water powered sawmills on

Oak Creek was noted by Benner (1984). Small portable mills

were operated at a water source to process the logs

harvested from the surrounding area. The timber was

usually transported by horse or truck. Occasionally flumes

were also used. According to Jackson, a flume was

constructed at the sawmill on the west fork of Oak Creek

and ran toward Corvallis sometime after 1915. According to

Benner (1984), the flume's route ended in a holding pond

near the present location of Brand S Plywood on Reservoir

Road, Corvallis.

In 1931, Oregon Agricultural State College (now Oregon

State University) acquired the land presently known as

McDonald Forest. It was purchased and donated by Mrs. J.

L. McDonald (Jackson not dated). Since this period, the

area including Oak Creek has been managed and maintained

for educational purposes. Commercial logging is limited to

sales arranged by the University.

In 1933, Camp Arboretum was established near Peavy

Arboretum, located 7.5 miles north of Corvallis and one-

half mile west of Highway 99-W (Jackson not dated). Camp

Arboretum was designed to house the men involved in the

Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC). The CCC program was

administrated nationwide to provide employment on public

works projects. The main purpose of the CCC program was to
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alleviate the severe unemployment associated with the Great

Depression. In 1935 there were 75 CCC Camps in Oregon and

16,000 people were engaged in the forest conservation

program (Jackson not dated). As one of these Camps, 200

people lived in Camp Arboretum. They mainly worked on

forest improvement projects such as construction of roads,

trails, buildings, firelines, lookout towers, shelters, a

reservoir, and so on (Jackson not dated). They constructed

25 miles of roads and trails in McDonald Forest.

Responding to an interview by Jackson, Marvin Rowley, the

former McDonald Forest Manager, indicated that the 10.5

mile, gravelled road which extends from lower Oak Creek

across the ridge to Highway 99-W was constructed by CCC

enrollees. The CCC also constructed the Oak Creek Guard

Station at the entrance of the McDonald Forest. Their

final completion year was said to be in either 1936 or, in

other sources, early 1940's (Jackson not dated). The

buildings have been used by custodian families and since

the late 1950's have been used as a research laboratory of

the OSU Fishery and Wildlife Department (Jackson not

dated).

From 1947 to 1954 (or 1955) there was a school owned

sawmill on a site near the West Fork of Oak Creek (Jackson

not dated, Gartz 1954). This was built for educational

purposes and was powered by gasoline engines. It was

operated mainly by students on weekends. The mill was
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removed and sold in 1954 or 1955 and no remnants can be

seen today (Jackson not dated).
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IMPACTS ON STREAM BY DIFFERENT LAND USES

Residential areas

In the residential area, impacts on the stream are

mainly due to urban development. A comparison of aerial

photographs taken in 1936 and 1956 shows an expansion of

both housing areas and the University campus. In terms of

the housing development, the most distinctive changes are

seen along the southern portion of Western Boulevard.

This was agricultural land in 1936. Highway 20, which is

not seen on the 1956 photos, appears on the 1963

photographs. The expansion of the University campus is

also observed. Parker Stadium, research facilities, and

dormitory buildings are seen in 1956 but not in 1936. This

development is associated with non-permeable surface

pavement that may cause increased storm water runoff into

Oak Creek. Jackson (1992) suggested that on natural ground

surfaces only 10 percent of the total rainfall becomes

surface runoff while 50 percent infiltrated into soil and

40 percent evaporated. Conversely, on surfaces which are

75 to 100 percent paved, 55 percent of the total rainfall

becomes surface runoff, 30 percent evaporates, and

infiltration is only 15 percent. Particularly in the rainy

season, higher stream flow regimes, due to increased
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surface runoff, may have some impacts on the stream. For

example, higher stream velocity may cause channel cutting

and bank erosion. Raised water tables may enhance

anaerobic soil conditions and waterlogging which may cause

mortality of the stream bank vegetation (Kauffman 1992).

Another impact caused by residential development is

stream channelization. Channelization in lower Oak Creek

is significant compared with the upper reaches. Benner

(1984) referred to a comment by a staff member of the

Planning and Development Department Office of Corvallis

City that the stream was channelized and stabilized in the

residential area while its historical course basically

remains unchanged. Physically, stream channelization

includes stream channel deepening and realignment and

removal of snags or other blockages (Canter 1985).

Stream channelization aims at flood control by

providing drainage and rapid flow patterns. From the

standpoint of public welfare, flood control is critical,

especially in populated areas, to prevent or minimize

damage to property, physical injury, and loss of life (The

Urban Land Institute et al. 1975). However, it has some

drawbacks in terms of negative changes on the stream

environment and its living organisms. For example, removal

of woody debris causes loss of habitat for aquatic insects

and fish species. At the same time, a decrease in aquatic

insects directly affects the insectivorous fish population

and species diversity.
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Alteration of stream bank vegetation associated with

channelization also causes negative impacts on the riparian

ecosystem. Canter (1985) documented a study by Possardt

and Dodge (1978) that showed the most drastic impacts are

to small mammals and songbirds that previously had appeared

at the site where riparian vegetation had been extensively

destroyed. In addition, Canter also cited a study by

Prellwitz (1976) that the recovery of bird and mammal

species diversity and abundance was associated with

ecological succession of riparian vegetation. The

channelization of Oak Creek in the residential area may

conceivably also cause similar impacts on the stream

ecosystem.

In terms of engineering construction, there are six

bridges for roads, highways, and the railroad in the

residential area. The bridges appear here more frequently

than among the other land use categories. Most are

concrete structures (there is one wooden bridge for the

railroad). At the bridge sites, vegetation was removed

during construction and regrowth has been hindered because

bank reinforcement materials such as rocks and concrete

conglomerates completely cover the land surface. In-stream

structures such as bridge foundations and dumped materials

are common under the bridges. A concrete-lined channel can

be seen under the Highway 20 bridge. These features alter

stream morphology, channel diversity, enhance sediment

retention and stream energy dissipation. It is possible
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that they may create physical habitat for certain life

forms, however. Nevertheless, it is obvious that these in-

stream structures are dissimilar to the original organic

debris with respect to a long-term nutrient source.

Additionally, concrete lining on the stream floor may have

some adverse effects on the ground water table because of

its non-permeability.

Inflow of contaminants is one of the factors that

lowers stream water quality. Human-caused contamination

may occur in populated areas. Bacterial contamination has

been frequently reported by the Stream Monitoring Program.

This program is conducted by the Corvallis Public Works,

Operations Division and includes regular sampling and

testing of the Willamette River and six waterways within

the city limit. On Oak Creek a routine monthly sample is

taken at the Highway 20 bridge. The water testing criteria

are pH, dissolved oxygen and bacterial contamination (the

bacterial contamination was judged by the fecal coliform

counts until April 1990 but was changed to an enterococci

count in May 1990). Follow-up testing of the site is

undertaken in cases of contamination above EPA water

quality guidelines in attempts to locate contamination

sources.

According to the monitoring report, high bacterial

counts in Oak Creek have been attributed to the inflow of

contaminated storm drainage water by sanitary sewage. A

smoke test was undertaken in March 1990 to detect the
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source. It indicated sanitary sewage leakage into the

storm drain system from a severely cracked sanitary sewer

line on the University campus. Usually, storm drain

systems are installed separately from sanitary sewers to

avoid pollution. However, in the campus area, some sewer

lines with structural deficiencies are still laid directly

above the storm drain system. Deficiencies are caused by

the aging of the structure and by tree root intrusion (City

of Corvallis 1975, 1979, Brown and Caldwell 1977). This

out-dated system carries a higher risk of bacterial

contamination in stream water than a more modern approach.

Repair constructions, such as line and connection

replacement were undertaken several times. However, the

monitoring reports show that multiple contamination sources

remain in the University sewer system. The contamination

of stream water by sanitary sewage may cause water quality

changes such as dissolved oxygen depression, nutrient

enrichment from phosphorus and nitrogen input, and bottom

sediment contamination. In addition, public health risks

caused by pathogens in the case of recreational water use

and aesthetic deterioration may be present (Moffa et al.

1990).

Water quality changes may cause some biological

problems such as impaired aquatic growth or reproduction

and eutrophication. Public health risks should be

especially considered because there is a swimming area in

the Marys River near the confluence of Oak Creek.
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To avoid contamination and improve water quality, not only

partial treatment but also holistic corrective action on

the sewage system is desirable.

Agricultural Areas

In terms of engineering structures on Oak Creek,

Benner (1984) reported the existence of a carding mill on

the Creek in the past. The mill was water-powered and

built south of the railroad tracks that cross 35th Street.

It was operated to card fleece from 1850 to about 1869 by

F. A. Horning and his partner, a Mr. Groves. The water for

the power wheel may have been supplied by a canal which ran

from a dam on the Creek.

There are also two constructions in the stream that

are currently working. One is a weir dam downstream of the

35th Street bridge, and another is a concrete diversion

located along Harrison Boulevard. Both are used for

irrigation. As Benner (1984) stated, it is widely believed

that small developments have relatively small impact

whereas large projects cause significant environmental

effects (Klingeman 1981). Thus, the impacts from these

structures are determined to be small, especially from the

carding mill which no longer exists. However, as Klingeman

(1981) suggested, it is necessary to consider not only the
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relative impacts, but also the absolute and cumulative

impacts. Even if the relative impact of each development

is small, the absolute and cumulative impacts are a factor

of increasing numbers of developments on a given small

stream. Major environmental effects noted by Klingeman

(1981) are:

1. Encroachment of special-use and restricted-

use areas.

2. Stream blockage due to dams, water intakes or

other facilities have effects on sediment and

debris transport, flow of nutrients, and passage

of animals.

3. Inundation of dammed areas and therefore

impacts on riparian ecosystems by waterlogging.

4. Modification of movement for aquatic/

terrestrial organisms; ex. physical barriers for

salmonoids.

5. Alteration of habitats; it may occur locally,

upstream, and downstream.

6. Instream and diverted flows; development

project may affect the quantity and timing of

stream flow.

7. Limited stream access during construction.

Some agricultural activities that have effects on

stream environments, such as fertilizer application and

grazing, are inherent in this area. In terms of fertilizer
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application in the early days of farming, neither barnyard

manure nor lime were used to produce crops because the soil

was so fertile and demands on the soil were limited (Towle

1974, USDA 1975). However, large quantities of commercial

fertilizers are used in today's farming in Benton County

(USDA 1975). Fertilizer application sometimes cause water

quality degradation (Kauffman 1992).

The Stream Monitoring Program by the City of Corvallis

(1990) reported bacterial contamination caused by spills of

liquid fertilizer from the University Dairy Center that is

located on the north of the covered bridge on Campus way.

The fertilizer was concentrated liquid animal manure that

was gathered from the dairy barn. The liquid was separated

from solid waste and stored in a tank to spray on the

nearby field for the purpose of fertilizing and irrigating

a silage crop. The spraying is allowed by Oregon

Department of Agriculture, however, the permit requires no

point or non-point discharges from the facility into the

stream. The contaminations occurred in the springs of 1990

and 1992 due to the surface runoff. The excess liquid

applied to the surface was caused either by mechanical

breakdown of the spraying facility or its conduit system

(in 1992) or by saturated soil conditions during and right

after high rainfall periods. The Dairy Center attempts to

suspend spraying during heavy rainfall periods if storage

capacity exists. It does not spray from October 15 through

November 30 to promote passage and spawning of anadromous
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fish (waste spraying during this period is prohibited by

the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife).

The discharge of manure fertilizer into the stream

causes aesthetic deterioration due to odors and turbidity.

At the same time, excess bacterial and nutrient input in

all likelihood had effects on stream. It is known that

fecal conforms and other organisms tend to exhibit natural

die-off or decrease in numbers when exposed to aquatic

conditions (Arceivala 1981, Buckhouse 1990, Kauffman 1992).

However, significant temporal increase of aerobic bacterial

activity causes higher oxygen consumption in water

(Arceivala 1981) that may have detrimental effects on other

aquatic organisms. Also, bacteria in stream water can be

transferred to human beings via water (Larsen 1989).

Azevedo and Stout (1974) as quoted by Larsen (1989) listed

some potential diseases that are transferred to human

beings from pathogen-infected cattle such as Salmonellosis

and Colibasilosis. Increased nutrient input, especially

nitrogen and phosphorus, may cause changes in productivity

of aquatic organisms. Excess nutrient input contributes to

eutrophication. It creates few problems in running water,

but may seriously impact the still waters of lakes, ponds,

or even pools within a stream channel.

Another possible bacterial contamination in this area

is due to the use of septic systems. A septic system is

defined as one version of a soil-absorption waste disposal

system that is comprised of two components: 1) a holding or
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septic tank where solids settle out and 2) a septic

drainfield through which "gray" water is dispersed into the

soil (Marsh 1991). If properly designed, constructed, and

maintained, this is an efficient and economical alternative

to public sewage systems (Canter and Knox 1985). Septic

systems serve homesites beyond the municipal boundaries of

Corvallis (Hanthorn 1991) that are located along the middle

and upper reaches of Oak Creek.

Several studies have been conducted locally to analyze

the bacterial movement from septic drainfields into ground

water. Seidler (1979) showed that the bacterial

concentrations in upper Oak Creek were highest at the point

downslope from septic drainfields. Seidler also suggested

the in-stream fecal coliform concentrations were lower

during the winter period than in the summer, though the

winter periods have more frequent chances of contamination

due to active subsurface movement of enteric organisms

under the saturated soil conditions. This was attributed

to the greater dilution of microorganisms and the lowered

opportunity for aftergrowth due to the high, steady flow

and cold temperatures during the winter. The higher in-

stream bacterial concentration during the summer can cause

health problems since that is the season when most water

recreational uses occurs.

Human-oriented Salmonella was also detected in the

stream water (Seidler 1979). Salmonella can cause serious

health problems not only because they are pathogenic, but
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also because of their ability to persist. Lower

temperatures and greater volumes of suspended solids during

high winter flow greatly enhance Salmonella's survival in

stream sediment (Seidler, 1979).

Generally, the survival of bacteria in soil is favored

by saturated and cool conditions (Canter and Knox 1985).

At the same time, shallow and saturated soils and hillslope

topography induce septic overflow failure and rapid

subsurface movement of bacteria which result in the higher

possibility of stream contamination (Rahe et al. 1978,

Seidler 1979).

Livestock grazing takes place on Oak Creek downstream

from McDonald Forest, especially by the University Sheep

Center. The university's sheep are fenced from the stream.

There are, however, a few small, private sheep and horse

ranchettes adjacent to the Creek. These private grazing

operations have access to the stream. However, all-in-all,

the riparian area directly affected by livestock grazing is

limited. Nevertheless, since some livestock are enclosed

in relatively small areas next to the stream, the impact on

those given riparian sites may be significant. The

possible impacts on the stream by grazing are the removal

of bank vegetation, alteration of stream bank morphology

and erosion by trampling, and water quality degradation

associated with excess nutrient input (Kauffman and Krueger

1984).
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Forested Areas

The watershed in the forested area is relatively less

disturbed than the residential and the agricultural areas.

However, several features are considered to have negative

effects on the watershed.

Logging activity is an important activity in forested

areas in terms of its influence on the stream. Oakley et

al. (1985) quoted studies dealing with logging on small

watersheds. In small watersheds, road building, clear

cutting, and other activities associated with timber

harvesting may result in changes of stream flow regimes

such as summer low flows, higher peak flow in fall and

lower peak flow in winter, and significant increases in

annual water yield. Before the acquisition of McDonald

Forest by the University, commercial logging operations

took place during the period of the 1880's to the 1930's.

Because of the convenience for harvested timber hauling,

logging occurred on the area adjacent to the sawmills on

the stream. Some sawmills were portable. Once the supply

was exhausted the sawmill was moved to the next logging

site (Jackson undated). Jackson also noted that logging

since the 1900's was heavy, so the impacts on the stream

ought not be overlooked even though the historical logging

influences may have decreased with the passage of time.

Major logging activity in this area has ceased since the
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1930's, although small scale harvesting continues to occur.

For example, about one-third of the upper watershed's

timber stand was harvested during the mid 1970's. This was

done primarily through thinning and localized clearcutting

(Klingeman 1979). However, clearcutting to the stream edge

which severely impacts riparian ecosystem and water quality

does not occur.

Road construction also may cause sedimentation that

can result in stream water degradation (Oakley et al. 1985,

USEPA 1975, McNutt 1973). There is a gravel road along the

Creek that reaches to the headwaters. The road was

constructed on the west side of the stream and from the

point of the West Fork confluence gradually raises up

parallel to the east side of the valley. The road is

travelled by motor vehicles, bicycles, horses, and walkers.

Only authorized vehicles are allowed access, therefore the

motor traffic is relatively light.

The possible impacts by road building may attributed

to the perturbation of streamside ecosystems and increased

erosion and sedimentation ( USEPA 1975, McNutt 1973, Oakley

et al. 1985). Oakley et al. (1985), stated that road

construction alters vegetative structure, changes

microclimate, reduces the size of riparian zones, impacts

water quality by sediment loading, eliminates habitat and

disturbs wildlife. Specifically, road construction is the

primary cause of sedimentation by human activity in

forested areas. Moreover, the man-caused sedimentation can
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reach significantly higher levels than naturally-occurred

ones (USEPA 1975). McNutt (1973) cited the example shown

by the U S. Department of Interior (1970) that

sedimentation due to road building and logging was 7,000

times greater than the natural rate in a small tributary.

Hazardous levels of sediment load to the stream

impacts aquatic wildlife, decreases photosynthesis by

causing turbid water, interfere with aquatic animals'

feeding habitats, raises BOD (biological oxygen demand),

increase organic matter input, silt in streambeds

damaging fish habitat and spawning beds, and increases risk

of toxin input carried by eroded soil (Cordone and Kelly

1961, Ritchie 1972). Turbid water also decreases the

recreational value of the stream (McNutt 1973).

The USEPA (1975) estimated that approximately one-half

to two-thirds of the erosion occurs during the first year

following construction. They suggested that the potential

of water quality degradation increases as the proximity of

roads to stream is increased. Therefore, immediately after

road building near a stream there may be an increased

quantity of sediment loaded into the Creek.

Though the long range problems of sedimentation are of

less concern, long term degradation potential still exists

due to future, major storm events (Megahan and Kidd 1972).

The road construction along Oak Creek occurred some decades

ago and created "both short and long range sediment

problems" (McNutt 1973, p.31). The erosion risk is
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increased by the character of climate and soil in the Coast

Range province. The USEPA (1975) suggested that geological

features such as high rainfall, steep slopes, and soils

that are principally sedimentary deposits make the area

more susceptible to mass soil failure. Thus, continuous

severe water quality impacts from road construction are

present throughout western Oregon and Washington. Heavy

traffic loads associated with log hauling also produce

erosion problems. Heavy road use during rainy and soil

saturation periods may result in immediate water quality

degradation. Recreational use may also cause similar

impacts (USEPA 1975). In the case of Oak Creek, log

hauling is almost nil and vehicle traffic is limited, so

the impacts of heavy road use may not be significant.

However, recreational use, especially mountain bicycling is

frequent throughout the year. Cumulative impacts on the

roadbed and water quality may exist from this activity. In

particular, one can see engraved bicycle tracks on the dirt

road upstream of West Fork.

The current condition of the forested area can be

classified as relatively undisturbed. Impacts to the

stream may not be highly significant. This is due mainly

to the light use of the area that is dedicated primarily to

experimental and educational purposes. However, problems

such as surface erosion, mass soil movement, and channel

erosion can be caused not only by human activities but also

by natural causes (i.e., steep or unstable topography,
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heavy storm events, and/or erodible soil characteristics).

Thus, even if the human-caused impacts on the stream are

limited, impacts will continue to exist to some degree

because of natural causes.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Prior to settlement by Europeans, the Oak Creek

watershed was impacted to some degree by Native American

peoples residing in the area. These impacts were

associated with hunting, gathering, and use of fire.

However, the watershed was in a dynamic equilibrium and was

intact compared to the conditions brought about by European

settlement.

European settlers came to this area in search of

better farmlands. They recognized the values provided by

the watershed and used them for residences, agriculture,

and forestry. Oak Creek watershed provided various kinds

of commodity values such as timber and farming products and

energy sources for small industries. This made the

different land uses more apparent and promoted further

resource development. At the same time, it produced

diverse impacts on each site. However, some of the

resource use activities on each land use classification

have changed through time. For example, logging has become

less prevalent and sawmills and carding mill operations

have ceased. These changes occurred because of changes of

value judgements by human beings. In other words, logging

in the McDonald Forest area became limited because the

commodity value of timber harvesting was replaced by the

educational value of the site. The use of water energy
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diminished possibly because it became less valuable than

the other energy sources. As a result, with the passage of

time, the recognized values of the Oak Creek area have

changed. Along with commodity values such as irrigation

water and forage production, non-commodity values of

education, recreation, aesthetics, and ecology values are

also considered today's values of the site. These non-

commodity values may be important because the Creek drains

the area with easy access for people who appreciate these

values.

At the same time, the impacts associated with each

land use activity have changed. The impacts caused by the

past commodity resource use (e.g. logging and water power

use) have become slight or show recovery at the present

time. On the other hand, impacts that are caused by other

reasons than the commodity value exploitation have become

significant; for example, non-point pollution caused by

sewage line failure and septic system overflow or improper

manure disposal is increasingly important. These impacts

are not necessarily slight. Rather, they may result in

serious degradation of non-commodity values of the riparian

area.

Specific recommendations are that 1) an educational

program be initiated, perhaps through Oregon State

University, to train rural householders and personnel

operating the OSU dairy facility concerning the maintenance

and function of domestic septic systems and the manure
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storage and application procedures respectively. This is

recommended since both are viable systems if they are

properly maintained and/or operated. In addition it is

recommended that 2) the university evaluate and replace

outdated sewage lines across the campus.

It is critical to recognize the direct and indirect

impacts produced by the various land uses in order to

manage and maintain the values of the watershed area.

Sources and effects of indirectly induced impacts should

especially be considered in order to improve the values

derived from Oak Creek.
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